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Check out Susan Sarandon nude plus all your favorite celebs here at Mr. Skin, home of the
hottest naked celebrity pics and sex scenes . Susan Hayward , Actress: I Want to Live!. Susan
Hayward was born Edythe Marrener in Brooklyn, New York, on June 30, 1917. Her father was a
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pics and sex scenes. Other characters appearing in 5 or more episodes. Carol (played by Lisa
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Other characters appearing in 5 or more episodes. Carol (played by Lisa Mende) - Mutual friend
of the main characters. Carol and her husband, Michael, lived in the.
Dukey. Johnny Test 's pet Dukey is the only talking dog in Porkbelly. Susan and Mary genetically
mutated him (also giving him great kung fu skills), and now he winds. Susan Hayward , Actress: I
Want to Live!. Susan Hayward was born Edythe Marrener in Brooklyn, New York, on June 30,
1917. Her father was a transportation worker, and. Check out Susan Sarandon nude plus all your
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See Also Expanded History. Early Years. Susan Storm and her brother, Johnny, lived
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